Low-temperature ac and dc magnetic susceptibility and specific-heat measurements have been carried out on YNd dilute alloys, where the Nd concentrations are 1.9, 2.5, 4.5, 6.8, and 9.0 at. %. The most concentrated alloys (4.5, 6.8, and 9.0 at. %) present long-range antiferromagnetic spin-density-wave (SDW) order below the critical temperature, but some residual frustration is likely to produce a reentrant behavior at low temperatures, where the magnetic data show strong irreversibility effects and the specific heat indicates the occurrence of an anisotropy induced gap near zero frequency in the density of states of the magnetic excitations. For the less concentrated alloys (1.9 and 2.5 at. %), the interacting magnetic state shows typical features of spin-glass behavior. The evolution to this state is ascribed as being due to impurity disorder and frustration which induces a breaking up of the SDW coherence into small domains.
I. INTRODUCTION
The detailed knowledge of the microscopic interactions of magnetic moments in spin glasses is still a debatable topic, despite the great progress made in the last decades in understanding the macroscopic physical behavior of these systems. ' In contrast to the idealized picture of frozen-in disorder (where the spins are aligned at random directions) clustering or some other reminiscent short-range magnetic alignments have been assumed to have a significant inhuence in some properties observed experimentally in spin glasses.
Within metallic systems, a new approach was proposed some years ago where a spin-glass (SG) type of behavior is considered to result from a short-range and "frustrated" Furthermore, a related topic would be the possibility of a phase transition between these two extreme states. Candidates for being described within this scheme are the Y-RE (rare-earth) dilute alloys. These have been known for a long time to stabilize in helical spin structures when the RE concentration is high enough. On the other hand, magnetic irreversibilities characteristic of SG are found in the dilute limit of systems such YTb, YDy, and YEr. This topic has been controversial since it has been clearly demonstrated from neutron scattering and other macroscopic experiments that YGd stabilizes in a long-range transverse helical polarized-SDW state, even in concentrations as low as 1.5 at. % Gd. ' Moreover, evidence from neutron-diffraction experiments for modulated and long-range spin structures have been detected in YDy, ' and YEr, " even in the very dilute limit. times in order to assure good homogeneity. After this procedure the mass losses were found to be negligible. The homogeneity and concentration of the samples were analyzed by means of the wavelength dispersive spectroscopy technique. The good homogeneity of the samples were confirmed and the concentration of the solute were observed to be within 2% of the nominal concentration. Due to the small deviations in concentration, the samples will be referred throughout this paper as for their nominal concentration of solute (i.e., 1.9, 2.5, 4.5, 6.8, and 9.0 at. %). The C p(T) of a pure Y sample (of the same batch used for the preparation of the alloys) was measured in order to take into account the proper Nd-impurity contribution to the specific heat. Very good agreement was found between the values of the Sommerfeld coefficient and the Debye temperature extracted from the Cp(T) measurement and those reported in the literature. ' The impurity contribution to the specific heat C; p was 2. The dc magnetic susceptibility for the 9.0 at. % alloy is shown in Fig. 2 (top). It shows paramagnetic behavior above the Neel temperature T~, taken as Tz=d(yT)/(BT) which coincides with the temperature of the inAexion point of C; p. This is an indication of a mean-field-type antiferromagnetic (AF) transition occurring in this sample. The ZFC and FC curves slightly split apart near the maximum of yd"and at temperatures below = 0.4 T& the ZFC-FC separation becomes markedly pronounced, indicating the onset of strong irreversibility effects. The AF character of the transition at Tz is confirmed by the temperature dependence of both components of y"(T). The inductive component (y') shows the same temperature dependence of yd, (T) and the dissipative component (y") is independent of temperature at T~(as expected for an AF transition), but the onset of y" at low frequency starts at 3 K. On the other hand, the dc sus-ceptibility results for the 6.8 at. % sample (not shown) look quite similar to those of Fig. 2 (top) , but the irreversibility effects start below = -0.5 T&.
On the dilute side, the inductive component of y" for the 2.5 at. % sample for 8 = 0 T (ZFC) and 8 = 10 mT (FC) as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 2 (bottom) . The maximum of the ZFC curve coincides with T, that is also the temperature below which both curves begin to separate.
On the contrary to the 6.8 and 9.0 at. % alloys, the ZFC-FC curves separate at the maximum of g"(T), which is a signature of the presence of short-range interactions, therefore that temperature is labeled Tg to differentiate it from the long-range magnetic order temperature (T~) of the higher concentrated samples. For the 1.9 at. % sample (i.e., the more dilute alloy) the maximum of y"(notshown) occurs at 0.53 K, which is about 35% below T~. The observed results for the 1.9 and 2.5 at. % samples are a clear indication of SG behavior occurring in this system at these low concentrations. and for the samples with higher concentration (i.e., 6.8 and 9.0 at. %), the magnetic contribution of the first-excited CF level is significant.
The solid line shown in Fig. 1 corresponds to a calculated five-doublet Schottky anomaly which fits the data very well for T)5 K. Those doublets are distributed in energy as follows: a first excited level at 8= 14 K, two nearly degenerate doublets at 70 K, and the fifth doublet at 100 K. To this respect it is important to make some comments. The CF of RE metals and dilute alloys of RE solutes in nonmagnetic hosts like Y, Sc, and Lu, were thoroughly studied by Touborg et al. '"' The values of the CF parameters (i.e., the coefficients of the Steven's operators in the CF Hamiltonian) were extracted by fitting theoretical expressions for the paramagnetic susceptibility to experimental results at low fields, which agreement was confirmed by magnetic measurements, including neutron spectroscopy, performed at T&4K. ' In the particular case of the FNd system, the obtained CF levels scheme indicates that the lowest states are two doublets separated by 4 K, followed by other two closely spaced excited doublets at 67 and 68 K, and a fifth doublet at 130 K. ' ' However, the values of those CF parameters are reported with uncertainties ranging between 11 and 47 %. ' The values deviations and checked that there is a low-lying CF-levels scheme that fits much better our specific-heat results.
The main conclusions regarding this discussion can be summarized as follows. The Schottky contribution to the results in Fig. 1 take into account that the specific heat is a better experimental technique to study the low-lying CF effects compared to the magnetic susceptibility, because Cp measures the derivative of the internal energy with temperature, whereas y does it with respect to magnetic field (and only as a function of temperature). Moreover, the reported Cp(T) was measured within the whole temperature range under discussion, starting from T&0.1 6.
B. Magnetic specific heat
The magnetic contribution to the specific heat CM was Fig. 4 . The values of ASM at T= 10 K approach R ln2, that is the expected value for a doublet GS whose degeneracy has been removed. This is another experimental result confirming that the CF contribution was properly taken into account.
Comparing the curves of Fig. 3 Fig. 5 the low-temperature data of the three higher Nd concentration samples in a ln(CMIT) vs 1IT plot. A linear behavior over an extended 1IT range is observed, leading to the values of the fitting parameters a and AFIkz shown in Table I . As previously found in whereas those for the 1.9 and 2.5 at. % Nd alloys approach AS~(Ts)-= 0.3Rln2, typical of spin glasses. This indicates that most of the ordering (or freezing) develops gradually far above T~(or T ) as short-range magnetic interactions. All this experimental evidence, combined with the magnetic measurements shown in Fig. 2 , show that these YNd alloys behave as long-range SDW systems, at least for Nd concentrations above 4.5 at. %. Decreasing the temperature and solute concentration, the magnetic GS of these alloys evolves to that of a short-range and frustrated SDW system which displays characteristic SG features.
As an attempt to study the nature of the low-lying excitations in the YNd system, the low-temperature dependence of the magnetic contribution to the specific heat CM was analyzed. Albeit there is qualitative and quantitative agreement between the archetypes YGd and CuMn and the YNd alloys, a notorious difference arises from the temperature dependence of CM at low temperatures. Whereas in the YGd system a concave temperature dependence of CM was reported at low temperatures, the CM data for the YNd samples with higher Nd concentration (i.e., 4.5, 6.8, and 9.0 at. %) scale when plotted as CM IT vs TIT& for TIT&~0.3. It is found that the CM(T) data at low temperatures can be described by at. % Nd Eu Sr& As&, ' and ScEr and ScDy alloys, ' the gap AE/kz also follows a quasilinear concentration dependence, whereas the coefficient a is found to be almost concentration independent. These results are strong evidence for an ASGtype behavior in the YNd system at low temperatures. The linearity of the gap with the solute concentration shows that AE/kz is related to the average exchange energy, as verified in the Sc-RE spin glasses. ' The gap should be originated from anisotropic exchange or from an exchange-induced splitting of the CF-doublet GS. It was observed that for the YNd studied alloys, the value of AE/k~is also proportional to the ordering temperature (i.e., AElk~= 0.16 Tz), as expected from dilution effects, and extrapolates to zero for 2.3 at. % Nd. For this reason, and from the fact that the parameter a is rather independent of concentration, the expression of Eq. (1) 
C. Magnetic phase diagram
The proposed "temperature vs Nd concentration" phase diagram is depicted in Fig. 6 (R= Tb, Gd) . It is noted, however, that the detailed description of the reentrant phase is still a matter of controversy. Most of the authors recognize it as a mixed state where the ferromagnetic or AF phase coexist with the SG. Nevertheless, at least in some cases there are evidences that the long-range AF ordering is lost in the reentrant phase. Thus, for the moment it cannot be not definitely excluded that the reentry behavior in the YNd alloys would also correspond to a breaking up of the long-range coherence of the SDW into small domains, as much as in the description of the "pure" SG phase. Neutron-diffraction experiments would be the clue to clarify this point.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Low-temperature specific heat and magnetic susceptibility (ac and dc) were measured on a series of dilute YNd alloys, where the concentrations are 1.9, 2.5, 4.5, 6.8, 9.0 at. %. The magnetic contribution to the specific heat has been extracted after a detailed analysis of the Schottky contribution which ended with a different set of CF low-lying energy levels than reported in the literature.
The magnetic specific heat for the most concentrated alloys (4.5, 6.8, and 9.0 at. /o) at temperatures near T~are qualitative and quantitatively consistent with that of a helical SDW system. However, the low-temperature data are quite well fitted by the exponential law of Eq. (1), which describes the specific heat of ASG systems. This type of behavior supposes the existence of a gap near zero energy in the density of states of the magnetic excitations. The marked enhancement of the ZFC-FC splitting of yd, and the onset of dissipation of y"atlow temperatures suggest the occurrence of the reentrant phenomenon in these SDW antiferromagnets.
For the less concentrated studied alloys (1.9 and 2.5 at. %), the interacting magnetic state shows typical features of the SG behavior. The evolution to this state is ascribed as being due to impurity disorder and frustration which induces a breaking up of the long-range SDW coherence into small domains. This picture was earlier suggested as a possible description for the microscopic spin arrangement occurring in some metallic SG systems.
The magnetic phase diagram which results from our studies, shown in Fig. 6 , appears improved in many respects when compared to that formerly proposed by Sharif and Coles. ' In particular, a pure SG phase is attained at much lower concentration than the 10 at. % Nd previously suggested. ' The recent discoveries of reentry behavior in antiferromagnets show that the reentrant phenomenon represents a compromise, not only between the SG and the ferromagnetic order, but is symmetric with respect to the nature of the long-range coherent magnetic state, from which the SG state emerges. Particularly, in our YNd alloys the magnetic phase diagram of Fig. 6 looks as a SDW counterpart to the one reported for the classical ferromagnetic-SG system AuFe. The YNd system is, therefore one of the few cases where short-range (SG), long-range (SDW), and reentrance can be continuously driven by concentration and temperature variation.
